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Abstract

This study aims to determine the industrial assessment of technical and employability skills of students. The research was conducted by using survey method in several industries as the place of the Job Training (PKL) of the students. The research technique used purposive random sampling with respondents in this research consist of 23 industry in Jakarta area. The results of the research are (1) the industrial assessment of the technical skills of the students obtained a score of 73.10 with high interpretation; (2) The industry average rating of employability of students skills is 83.10 with very high interpretation.
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INTRODUCTION

This research is a preliminary study to make an assessment instrument development in the field of expertise based on the Indonesian National Qualification Framework (Kerangka Kualifikasi Nasional Indonesia/ KKNI). As a preliminary research, this study aims to obtain information related to industry assessment of students' technical and employability skills as preliminary data to determine indicators that can be used as a reference in developing assessment instruments.

Field Work Practice (PKL) is one of the systematic and synchronized forms of empowerment between educational programs in Higher Education with skills acquisition programs obtained through work activities directly in the world of work to achieve a certain level of expertise. PKL activity is a means of proving students' competence either from technical skills aspect or students employability skill after experiencing learning process in the educational institution.

Assessment of technical skills and employability skills in line with the demands of the Indonesian National Qualifiers Framework (KKNI) which divides the learning outcomes based on the qualification level. The framework of job qualification that matches, equalizer, integrates the education and training sectors and work experience in the framework of providing job competence recognition in accordance with job positions in various sectors. The Indonesian National Qualification Framework (KKNI) consists of 9 (nine) levels of qualification, starting from qualification 1 as the lowest qualification to 9th qualification as the highest qualification.

Based on KKNI description of learning achievement for Diploma III which is then formulated in Decree of the Minister of National Education of Republic of Indonesia Number 232/U/2000 About Guidelines for Preparation of Higher Education Curriculum and Assessment of Learning Outcomes as follows:

“Diploma III program is directed to graduates who master the ability in the field of work that is routine and who are not familiar with the characteristics and contextual, independently in the implementation and job responsibilities, and capable of carrying out supervision and guidance On the basis of his managerial skills” (Menteri Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan Republik Indonesia, 2013).

The following table is a competency on level 5 for Diploma 3 based on KKNI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Areas</th>
<th>Description of KKNI Level 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Work Skills</td>
<td>Be able to complete wide-ranging work, choose appropriate methods from various option that have been or have not been standardized by analyzing the data, and able to demonstrate performance with quality and quantity measured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Be able to complete wide-ranging work, choose appropriate methods from various option that have been or have not been standardized by analyzing the data, and able to demonstrate performance with quality and quantity measured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Managerial</td>
<td>Able to manage working groups and prepare comprehensive written reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Attitude/ Character/Personal- ity</td>
<td>Responsible for the work itself and can be given responsibility for the achievement of group work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Technical Skills

Technical skills are skills in the field of work that includes knowledge and skills. Investopedia defines technical skills as a technical work skill that refers to one's talents and skills to perform a particular job or task. In addition, technical skills are also called hard skills as opposed to soft skills, namely personality, and character (Anonymous, n.d.).

If it is associated with the realm of KKNI, the technical skills are identical with the work skills and knowledge of the work field. Work skills include; Capable of completing wide-ranging work, selecting appropriate methods from a variety of pre-existing and non-standard options by analyzing data, and being able to demonstrate performance with measurable quality and quantity. While working knowledge consists of mastering the theoretical concepts of a particular field of knowledge in general, and able to formulate the solution of procedural problems.

Employability Skills

Yorke & Knight (2006) defines employability as a "set of achievements, understandings and personal attributes that make individuals more likely to gain employment and be successful in their chosen occupations, which benefits themselves, the workforce, the community and the economy". Achievements, understandings and attributes of one who make the individual more likely to gain employment and succeed at the choice of work that benefits him, the workforce, society, and the economy.

In the employability skills research for the future report (Departement of Education Science and Training, 2002) it is mentioned that "employability skills are defined as' skills required not to gain employment, but also to progress one's potential and contribute successfully to enterprise strategic directions". Employability skills are defined as the skills required not only to gain employment but also for advancement within the company to increase one's potential and contribute to the strategic direction of the company's success.

Learning and Skills Improvement Service (2010) states that "Skills for Life and employability should be central to your pre-redundancy offer", skills for living and working should center on the supply of surplus. Furthermore, it was added that "Improved literacy, numeracy, and language skills can have a positive impact on people and their employment prospects. These generic skills can help them to learn new sector-specific and workplace skills", improving reading, counting, language skills can have a positive impact on people and their job prospects. (Learning and Skills Improvement Service, 2010). Workplace learning provides opportunities for learners to develop and apply knowledge, skills, and work attitudes and behaviors that lead to better and more productive career and job information (Morley, 2010, p. 40).

Employability skills are defined as 'skills for living and work'. It is clear that employability should be central to your pre-redundancy offer. It is associated with the realm of KKNI, the technical skills are identical with the work skills and knowledge of the work field. Work skills include; Capable of completing wide-ranging work, selecting appropriate methods from a variety of pre-existing and non-standard options by analyzing data, and being able to demonstrate performance with measurable quality and quantity. While working knowledge consists of mastering the theoretical concepts of a particular field of knowledge in general, and able to formulate the solution of procedural problems.

Employability Skills

Yorke & Knight (2006) defines employability as "a set of achievements, understandings and personal attributes that make individuals more likely to gain employment and be successful in their chosen occupations, which benefits themselves, the workforce, the community and the economy". Achievements, understandings and attributes of one who make the individual more likely to gain employment and succeed at the choice of work that benefits him, the workforce, society, and the economy.

In the employability skills research for the future report (Departement of Education Science and Training, 2002) it is mentioned that "employability skills are defined as' skills required not to gain employment, but also to progress one's potential and contribute successfully to enterprise strategic directions". Employability skills are defined as the skills required not only to gain employment but also for advancement within the company to increase one's potential and contribute to the strategic direction of the company's success.

Learning and Skills Improvement Service (2010) states that "Skills for Life and employability should be central to your pre-redundancy offer", skills for living and working should center on the supply of surplus. Furthermore, it was added that "Improved literacy, numeracy, and language skills can have a positive impact on people and their employment prospects. These generic skills can help them to learn new sector-specific and workplace skills", improving reading, counting, language skills can have a positive impact on people and their job prospects. (Learning and Skills Improvement Service, 2010). Workplace learning provides opportunities for learners to develop and apply knowledge, skills, and work attitudes and behaviors that lead to better and more productive career and job information (Morley, 2010, p. 40).

Employability skills are defined as 'skills for living and work'. It is clear that employability should be central to your pre-redundancy offer. It is associated with the realm of KKNI, the technical skills are identical with managerial ability and knowledge of work field and
attitude/character/personality. Managerial skills include: Able to manage the working group and prepare a comprehensive written report. While attitude/character/personality that has an indicator: responsible for the work itself and can be given responsibility for the achievement of group work.

**Practice Field Work (PKL)**

Field Work Practice is one form of systematic and synchronous implementation between educational programs in Higher Education with skills acquisition program obtained through work activities directly in the world of work to achieve a certain level of expertise.

The purpose of the street vendors is one of the activities of the Students to seek work experience before entering the real world of work reflected in the National Education based on Pancasila which aims to improve intelligence, creativity, and skills in order to grow people who can build themselves and are responsible for The development of the nation and state in the achievement of an improved economy and a prosperous life. The cooperation between industry and schools in terms of prakerin has contributed a great deal to the increase in the competence of student skills (Indriaturrahmi & Sudiyatno, 2016).

Handayani & Wening (2016) stated how to obtain competence by students when implementing pre-kerin are: (1) active communication and good cooperation; (2) the use of bel-teach techniques that hear, see and do; (3) the use of appropriate, practical, fast and safe working methods; (4) working independently; (5) work with a genuine sense of responsibility; (6) uphold the work ethic; (7) good organizing and im-plementation in work; (8) undertake work based on trust provided by the industrial instructor (industry guides); (9) doing work that has not previously been done; (self-development); (10) applying commission that has been obtained from school.

**METHOD**

The Research method used in this research is survey method. Survey research is one of the research approaches that are generally used for large and multiple data collection. Survey research is a study that collects information from a sample by asking through questionnaires or interviews describing various aspects of the population (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990).

The purpose of survey research is to know the general description of the characteristics of the population. Survey research is used to collect information in the form of opinions from a large number of people on a particular topic or issue. The research roadmap can be seen in the following chart:

![Figure 1. Research Mindset](image)

To collect data about technical and employability skills it is necessary to compile the grid and instrument grids used in research. The research instrument is a questionnaire to assess Technical and Employability skills.

The data collection technique is done by giving technical assessment questionnaire and employability skill which contains written a statement to respondent which contains 19 point statement.

The measurement of industry assessment by the instrument in the form of a questionnaire acceptance attitude. This questionnaire using Likert scale (Ridwan, 2007) as an alternative to the answer so each respondent's statements and the grains can choose one answer that fits. Every item the answer is worth 1 (one) to 4 (four) in accordance with the level of the answer, i.e. excellent (SS), good (S), poorly (TS), not good (STS). The procedures undertaken in this study are as follows Figure 2.
Tabel 2. The Industry Assessments of the Instruments based KKNI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment of Industry</th>
<th>Technical Skills</th>
<th>Employability Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Components of KKNI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work of Knowledge</td>
<td>Knowledge of the field of work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ability to analyze tasks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prepare to work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Process of work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Results and presentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Capability</td>
<td>Time management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managerial ability in routine task</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ability to use IT according to field of work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kemampuan manajerial</th>
<th>Productivity</th>
<th>Teamwork</th>
<th>Spirit at work</th>
<th>Creativity</th>
<th>Solution to problem</th>
<th>Attitude in Work</th>
<th>Security and safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sikap</th>
<th>Honesty</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Description of Industrial Data for Technical Skills Students

Data analysis techniques in this study using descriptive statistics and variable trends. The tendency criteria used in this study refers to the formula developed by Azwar (2011).

Tabel 3. Trend of Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R Value</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.800-1.000</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.600-0.799</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.400-0.599</td>
<td>Enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.200-0.399</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the instrument given to 23 respondents of the industrial world to the knowledge, aspect obtained a value for the aspect of working knowledge of 84.78 and the aspect of the task analysis capability of 84.78. The
overall average value of the working knowledge aspect was obtained 84.78 with very high interpretation. The overall average value of the knowledge aspect of the work area is as follows:

![Figure 4. Average Knowledge Score Based on the Industrial Rating](image)

**Work Skills**

Work skills are the ability of a person in completing the work of wide scope, choose the appropriate method of various options that have been or have not been raw by analyzing the data, and able to demonstrate performance with quality and quantity measured. The ability of the work field can be identified through work preparation indicators, work processes, outcomes and presentation, time in completing the job, managerial skills in the completion of tasks and the use of IT. The following is an industry assessment of aspects of students' work skills.

![Figure 5. Values of Working Capability by Industrial Assessment](image)

From the instrument given to 23 industry respondents to the knowledge aspect, the score for the work preparation indicator is 89.1, the work process indicator is 89.1, the indicator of the result and the presentation is 88.0, the time indicator in completing the job/task is 81.5, job completion indicator 85.8 and IT usage indicator 89.1. The overall average value of the aspects of the ability of the work field obtained value 87.1 with very high interpretation. The overall average score on the following aspects of employment capability.

![Figure 6. Average Score of Working Capability Based on the Industrial Rating](image)

Overall assessment of industry average to technical skills of students amounted to 75.9 with very high interpretation.

![Figure 7. Industrial Assessment of Technical Skills Students](image)

**Description of Industrial Data on Employability Skills Students**

Values obtained from the assessment of student employability skills instrument consisting of 2 indicators of managerial ability and attitude can be seen in the description below:
Managerial Skills

Managerial skills are the ability of a person to manage a working group and prepare a comprehensive written report. Managerial capabilities can be identified through productivity indicators, cooperation, morale, creativity, and problem solving. Here is an industry assessment of aspects of students' work skills:

![Figure 8. Values of Managerial Skills Based on the Industrial Rating](image)

Figure 8. Values of Managerial Skills Based on the Industrial Rating

From the instrument given to 23 industry respondents on managerial aspect, the score for productivity indicator is 84.7, cooperation indicator equal to 85.8, job morale equal to 86.9, creativity indicator 80.4 and problem-solving indicator 79.3. The overall average value of the aspect of managerial ability obtained 83.4 values with very high interpretation. The overall average score on the following aspects of employment capability:

![Figure 9. The Average Managerial Capability Based on the Industrial Rating](image)

Figure 9. The Average Managerial Capability Based on the Industrial Rating

Attitude

Attitude is the personality of a person in responsible on the job itself and can be given responsibility for the achievement of group work. Attitudes can be identified through indicators of attitude in work, security and safety, honesty, discipline, leadership, and communication. Here is an industry assessment of student attitude aspects:

![Figure 10. Value of Attitudes by Industrial Rating](image)

Figure 10. Value of Attitudes by Industrial Rating

From the instrument given to 23 industry respondents to the attitude aspect, the score of 80.4 for work attitude indicator, safety and safety indicator was 82.6, the honesty indicator was 84.7, the discipline indicator was 84.7, 84.7 leadership indicators and indicators of communication ability of 79.3. The overall average score of the attitude aspect was 82.8 with a very high interpretation. The overall average value of the attitude aspect is as follows:

![Figure 11. Average Value of Attitude based on the Industrial Rating](image)

Figure 11. Average Value of Attitude based on the Industrial Rating

Overall assessment of industry average to the employability of student skill is 83.10 with very high interpretation.
CONCLUSIONS

The results show that the assessment indicators on technical aspects and employability skills are indicators received by the industry. Indicators on the technical skills aspect can be identified through the knowledge and skills of the work field. Aspects of employability skills can be identified through indicators of managerial ability and personality/personality. So that all the indicators on technical and employability skills already represent the competence level of qualification in KKNI.

The overall average value of the working knowledge aspect was 84.78 with a very high interpretation. The overall average value of the aspects of the ability of the work field obtained value 87.1 with very high interpretation. Assessment of technical skills that include knowledge and ability in the field of work get an average score of 85.9 with a very high interpretation.

The overall average value of the aspect of managerial ability obtained 83.4 values with very high interpretation. The overall average score of the attitudes obtained was 82.8 with a very high interpretation. Assessment of employability skills that include managerial ability attitude gets an average score of 83.1 with very high interpretation.
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